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For my fuelling station, I opted for a geometric design that was simplistic with a modern appeal.
My inspiration came from researching various ‘modern buildings’ and my liking for geometric
patterns. In making my main fuelling area, I
wanted to create a design that was different from
typical gas stations. Rather than making all the
pumps parallel to each other, I decided to space
them out and create three major ‘sections’; each
section noticeably being under the hexagon
shapes that make up part of the roof. Another
feature of my fuelling area is the numbered spots
for the cars. I decided to number each electric
charging point 1 through 8 to highlight the charging stations and the key purpose of my futuristic
fuelling station. To accommodate regular vehicles, I chose to put two gas pumps; I kept the
number of pumps to a minimum as regular fuelling is discouraged. For my electric charging
points, I wanted to make it easy for people to pull up and charge their cars, hence why I placed
the spots in front of the charging point rather than beside them like at a regular gas pump. This
is to accommodate cars that have their plug in the front or the back. Upon my research, I found
out that electric cars could share the same charging point as a Tesla, however for Tesla owners,
an attachment would be necessary. However, to minimize charging time, my fuelling station has
Level 3 DCFC chargers (charges in 20 mins-1hr) that accommodate all cars with the exception
of an attachment for some makes. Aside from the fuelling station, I also included two parking
spaces in front of the store, keeping the number to a minimum as the majority of customers will
be parked at a charging point, charging their cars. The ‘store’ I included in my model is for the
purpose of paying for fuel or the cost of charging one’s car. The interior differs however from
typical convenience stores. I knew that customers would need an area to wait in while they
charged their vehicles, so I added a T.V and some chairs to pass the time. I figured people
enjoy entertainment and would prefer to sit and wait rather than stand. The store also features a
front desk and both male and female restrooms. The
last main feature that really advertises my GREEN
fuelling station is the use of solar power. Everything at
my fuelling station runs on the sun’s energy that it
absorbs through the two large solar panels above the
fuelling area and the small solar panels on top of the
store. I figured this was an easy way to create power
that wasn’t overly costly as many people today turn to
this method to power buildings and even their homes.
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